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PRAYING LICENSE 

Always read this part, some of my tutorials may have a different licenses  

Do not sell this Tutorial 

Do not make another tutorial from this tutorial (translation and ….) 

Tell me if you make something base on this tutorial, I would love to see how you used it 

Important: 

 

1. If You Learn Something From This Tutorial: 

Thank God for What You Have Learned (You Can Simply Say "Thank You God")  

Also Pray For Me [Both Life And After Life] (Pray Something Good :D )  

Pray For Your Success And Your Afterlife. 

2. If This Is The Tutorial That You Were Looking For, For A Long Time: 

Thank God For What You Have Learned (You Can Simply Say "Thanks A Lot God") And Also Pray Something Nice 
For Me And My Family (Both Life And After Life) Pray For Your Success And Your Afterlife. 

(I Don’t Mean That You Spend 5 Min Praying, Simple Prays Are Enough, But Say It Like You Mean It. But it’s Also 
Nice If You Spend Some More Time Praying! 

 

This One Is Not Necessary: 

But If You Make Money By Using These Techniques, Consider Donate A Little Too. 

 

 

Always Make Good Stuff with Your Knowledge. 



MAKE THIN SMOKE             BY: MORTEZA AHMADI  

 

Well, I really like to say that at the beginning 

of my tutorial but at the time of this tutorial I 

still don’t have a mic, so you just imagine a 

nice Voice Saying “hello everyone, this is 

Morteza Ahmadi and Welcome to my new 

Tutorial about “Making Thin Smokes” 

Hmm!! I am just wondering what kinda voice 

did you imagined! Don’t imagine it too nice because you may get disappointed after hearing my real 

voice, just imagine it as something between voice of Troy Baker and Daffy Duck . 

Just like my Previous Tutorial “Blue Fluid” The most important Thing in this tutorial is shading, so we will mostly 

cover that Area. 

GET THAT FLUID READY 

 

Ok so let’s get that fluid ready 

We are not making a very impressive look just a simple line of smoke so we can test out shading with 

1. Set boundary Y to “none” 

Now our smoke will no longer Collide with top of its Container (will just disappear) 

 

 

2. Set High Detail Solver to “none” 

We don’t need a very detailed fluid to simulate smoke it’s better leave this as “off” not only its 

Faster but in this particular Effect it also looks better.  

See, sometimes these names can be very deceiving, you look at the name High Detail Solver and 

you say well I want a high Quality realistic Smoke so I should definitely enable this, but actually 

you don’t. 

 

3. Set SimulationRateScale to “ 2 “ 

Speeding up the Simulation. There are also other ways to do that.  

From Contents Detail 

4. Set Gradient Force to “0.6”  

5. Set Swirl to “0.1” 

6. Set Turbulence Strength to “0.02” 



As I said before this is not the best looking smoke you can get this is just a line of smoke. I will cover the tips 

about making the shape of smoke later in another tutorial 

 

SHADING 

1. Set Transparency to 0.3 

This type of smoke are usually not that opaque 

 

2. [Optional] Set Glow to 0.05 

Make a little glow/bloom effect  

 

3. Opacity 

And here comes the most important part in our shading. 

Make something like this one 

 

Don’t forget that you can always change any part of Curve to customize 
the look of your smoke or just to see what will happen. 

Don’t go and remembering all these values they are just good for 

this sim, just look at the curve and see how it is, you curve should 

look something like that. So for example the start point should not 
be at the position of 0, it should be 0.01, 0.02 or something close 

to that, and value of it must be 0. 

Most of the smoky look comes from the first 6 points and rest of 

them are just additional details, some may notice some may not  

 

There will be a tutorial explaining the opacity Curve in a bit more detail, you should check it out to learn more.  

4. Before we go to color let’s Cover another Section “Shading Quality” 

To have the Smoothest quality you should 

set the “render interpolator” to “Smooth” 

The lower the “Contrast tolerance” and 

higher the “quality” the smoother look with 

less noise you will get, sometimes having those noise will help the look of the simulation a lot, but not in this one. So feel 

free to increse quality. 



 

 

5. Colors 

Make a Color Ramp Like the one 

on the Right  

Set Color input to “density” 

Set Input Bias to “0.479” 

. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ALRIGHT GUYS.  ;)  

HOPE YOU ENJOYED THIS TUTORIAL AND FIND IT USEFUL. 

IF YOU FIND THIS TUTORIAL USEFUL AND INTERESTING DON’T FORGET TO PRAY FOR AND CHECK 

OTHER TUTORIALS. 

I AM MORTEZA AHMADI,  PLEASE LEAVE A COMMENT AND I’LL SEE YOU IN NEXT  TIME. 

 

 


